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Overview
Summary:
FC Fabric Priority discovery protocol extensions to include priority arbitration mechanism for supporting NVMe I/Os.

Brief Overview:
NVMe provides for I/O parallelism by defining a multi-queue model (theoretically 64K queues). The NVMe Base Specification 
recommends upto 5 priority grouping of Controller Submission Queues (SQs) with a mix of Strict Priority and WRR arbitration 
algorithms to offer differentiated I/O services to host applications. The I/O initiator discovers the number of Controller SQs and 
their arbitration algorithm using NVMe discovery mechanisms and chooses a specific queue for performing an I/O operation.

Prioritization of frames in an FC fabric is decided based on Priority/CS_CTL field of the FC header and is usually implemented 
using queues within the fabric switching elements. When the above NVMe Controller SQ prioritization mechanism is extended 
over FC fabrics, the notion of queue arbitration within the fabric becomes important. Since the I/O from the initiator to target
has to traverse multiple FC switches and the frames gets queued inside these switches, it is important that the priority 
semantics of the NVMe Controller SQ as chosen by the initiator is preserved to the extent possible in the fabric by marking 
appropriate value for the Priority/CS_CTL field.

The proposal defines extensions to the T11 defined Priority/CS_CTL discovery mechanisms by including the fabric queue 
arbitration scheme in it. This way not only does an initiator discover the number of Priority/CS_CTL(queues) supported by the
fabric but also the arbitration algorithm used on them. This enables the initiator to judiciously pick the correct Priority/CS_CTL 
to be marked on the frames based on the priority of the Controller SQ (ConnectionID) to which the I/O is destined to. A default 
fabric priority scheme is also recommended so that fabric priority discovery by end devices becomes optional.



FC-GS-8 Changes



Modified Fabric Object

0004 Priority Range with Arbitration 4 Binary No Yes

0005 DiffServ QoS Supported 1 Binary No No

0006 DiffServ DSCP Value 1 Binary No Yes

Others Reserved
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6.8.3.3.2  Fabric Object Attributes

6.8.3.3.2.1  Overview

The Fabric Object Attribute Entry Types and their associated values are depicted in table 448.

6.8.3.3.2.2  Name attribute

The format of the Name attribute shall be identical to the Name_Identifier format (see FC-FS-4). The
value of the Name shall be the same as the Fabric_Name value in the Fabric Login ELS Accept
payload (see FC-LS-3).

This standard does not define how this attribute is registered with the Enhanced Fabric Configuration
Server.

6.8.3.3.2.3  Priority Supported attribute

If the Priority Supported attribute in the Fabric Object is set to one, at least one Priority Range
attribute shall be present in the Fabric Object. If the Priority Supported attribute in the Fabric Object is
set to zero, then no Priority Range attributes shall be present in the Fabric Object. The format of the
Priority Supported attribute shall be as shown in table 449.

This standard does not define how this attribute is registered with the Enhanced Fabric Configuration
Server.

 Table 448 – Fabric Object Attribute Entry Types and their associated Values

Tag 
Code
(hex)

Value

Description
Length
(Bytes)

Data
Type Required

Multiples 
alloweda

0001 Name 8 Binary Yes No

0002 Priority Supported 1 Binary Yes No

0003 Priority Range 2 Binary No Yes

other 
values

Reserved

a If a Fabric Object Attribute Block contains multiple types for a type that does not allow multiples the 
command shall be rejected with a reason code of ‘Unable to perform command request’ and a reason 
code explanation of “Interconnect Element Object Attribute Block Contains Multiple Attributes of the 
Same Type”.

 Table 449 – Fabric Priority Supported attribute

Item
Size

(Bytes)

Priority Supported 1

In the interest of not 
breaking compliance of 
existing Fabric Object 

implementations.
• New Tags defined for Priority Range Arbitration and DiffServ DSCP values



Priority Range with Arbitration
6.8.3.3.2.5 Priority Range with Arbitration 
The Priority Range with Arbitration is similar to the Priority Range attribute in Section 6.8.3.3.2.4 with an additional Arbitration Type field for the priority 
range. Multiple Priority Range with Arbitration attributes may be present in a Fabric Object, each indicating an increasing relative Priority. The priority 
values described by multiple Priority Range with Arbitration attributes shall be contiguous. The format of the Priority Range with Arbitration attribute 
shall be as shown in table below.

Low Range Value: Same as defined in Section 6.8.3.3.2.4.
High Range Value: Same as defined in Section 6.8.3.3.2.4.
Arbitration Type: Contains the Arbitration scheme for the priority range within the fabric as defined in the below Table. Strict Priority(SP) and 
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) Arbitration are as defined by the NVMe v1.3 Specification. Since SP arbitration gives absolute priority to frames, it is 
implicit that SP Type Priority Ranges are always numerically higher than the WRR Type Priority Range.

This standard does not define how this attribute is registered with the Enhanced Fabric Configuration Server.

Item Size (Bytes)

Low Range Value 1

High Range Value 1

Arbitration Type 1

Reserved 1

Arbitration Type Value

Strict Priority(SP) 0x1

Weighted Round Robin (WRR) 0x2

Reserved 0x3-0xF0

Vendor Specific 0xF1-0xFF



DiffServ QoS
6.8.3.3.2.6 DiffServ QoS Supported attribute 
If the DiffServ QoS Supported attribute in the Fabric Object is set to one, at least one DiffServ DSCP Value attribute shall be present in the Fabric Object.
If the DiffServ QoS Supported attribute in the Fabric Object is set to zero or the attribute itself is not present in the Fabric Object, then no DiffServ DSCP
Value attributes shall be present in the Fabric Object.
The format of the DiffServ QoS Supported attribute shall be as shown in Table below. 

This standard does not define how this attribute is registered with the Enhanced Fabric Configuration Server. 

6.8.3.3.2.7 DiffServ DSCP Value attribute 
The DiffServ DSCP Value attribute in the Fabric Object indicates a DSCP value (see FC-FS-5) encoded within the CS_CTL field of the header.
Multiple DSCP Value attributes may be present in a Fabric Object, based on capability of the fabric to support DSCP mandated QoS behaviors (see FC-
FS-5).
The format of the DSCP Value attribute shall be as shown in Table below.

DSCP Value: The LSB 6 bits shall define the DSCP value supported by the fabric. 

This standard does not define how this attribute is registered with the Enhanced Fabric Configuration Server. 

Item Size (Bytes)

DiffServ QoS Supported 1

Item Size (Bytes)

DSCP Value 1



FC-LS-4 Changes



Extensions to Priority Tagging
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b) LS_ACC or LS_RJT Reply Sequence.

4.3.49.3  Request Sequence

Addressing: The S_ID field shall be set to the N_Port_ID of the N_Port originating the QFPA Re-
quest. The D_ID shall be set to the F_Port Controller (FFFFFEh).

Payload: The format of the QFPA Request Payload is shown in table 167.

4.3.49.4  Reply Sequence

LS_RJT: LS_RJT signifies the rejection of the QFPA Request.

LS_ACC: LS_ACC supplies the requested Fabric Priority allocation. The format of the QFPA
LS_ACC Payload is shown in table 168.

The format of the Priority Range descriptor is shown in table 169.

Low Range Value: contains, in the lowest significant seven bits, the lowest value of the described
priority range, inclusive. The most significant bit is reserved.

High Range Value: contains, in the lowest significant seven bits, the highest value of the described
priority range, inclusive. The most significant bit is reserved.

 Table 167 – QFPA Request Payload

Bits
Word

31         ..         24 23         ..         16 15         ..          8 7          ..          0

0 QFPA (B0h) 00h 00h 00h

 Table 168 – QFPA LS_ACC Payload

Bits
Word

31         ..         24 23         ..         16 15         ..          8 7          ..          0

0 02h 00h 00h 00h
1 Descriptor list length = Number of Priority Range Descriptors (n) x 12

2 .. 4 Priority Range Descriptor #1
5 .. 7 Priority Range Descriptor #2

.. ..
n x 3 +1 Priority Range Descriptor #n

 Table 169 – Priority Range Descriptor Format

Bits
Word

31         ..         24 23         ..         16 15         ..          8 7          ..          0

0 Descriptor Tag = 0001 0009h
1 Descriptor Length = 4
2 Low Range Value High Range Value QoS Priority Local VE ID Use

• ”QoS Priority” field values expanded to include arbitration mechanism for the priority

QoS Priority: indicates if the described Priority range is part of the subset of Priorities for which the Fabric provides QoS priority processing. 
The following values are defined for this field: 
00h: No QoS priority provided (i.e., best effort). 
01h: QoS priority provided.
02h: QoS priority provided with Strict Priority (SP) Arbitration
03h: QoS priority provided with Weighted Round Robin (WRR) Arbitration
04h-F0h: Reserved
F1h-FFh: QoS priority provided with Vendor Specific Arbitration

The SP and WRR Arbitration are as defined by the NVMe v1.3 Specification. Since SP arbitration gives absolute priority to frames, it is implicit that 
SP Ranges values are always numerically higher than the WRR Range values.
When multiple priority ranges are defined for QoS processing, the values needs to be contiguous in conformance with Section 12.5.2 of FC-FS-5



Reflect CS_CTL/Priority in responses
• Requirements similar to “Priority Tagging” for “Priority” and ”DiffServ QoS” Class Service Parameters

Section 6.6.2.4.15
N_Ports that support Priority shall reflect the value of the Priority field across all frames of all Sequences of an 
Exchange

Section 6.6.5.4.5
N_Ports that support DiffServ QoS shall reflect the value of DSCP field across all frames of all Sequences of an 
Exchange



FC-FS-5 Changes



Priority for Value 0
• Priority for Value 0 can be defined as Best Effort class. 

• “Best Effort” may not always imply the lowest priority class
• Explicit mention that ”no priority” and “Best effort” are same.

• The CS_CTL (DCSP) value 0 is already defined as “Best Effort” Class.

Section 12.5.2 Priority
A value of 0000000b in word 1, bits 31-25 shall indicate that no priority has been assigned to the frame or is mapped to 
a “Best Effort” priority class. The remaining values shall indicate the relative priority of the frame, where the relative 
priority is monotonically increasing within an implemented range. An implementation may define a subset of contiguous 
priority values, where all values outside the implemented subset of values are treated as if no priority has been 
assigned to the frame.



FC-NVMe Changes



Usage of CS_CTL/Priority
• Section 5

CS_CTL/Priority
“The values in CS_CTL/Priority field are defined by FC-FS-5 for class specific control information or priority and 

do not interact with NVMe over FC protocol may be used to reflect the NVMe Controller Submission Queue 

priority and arbitration mechanisms in the fabric”



Annex F.1
Annex F (Informative) 
F.1 Queue Arbitration schemes in the Controller and the Fabric
The NVMe Specification defines methods for Command Arbitration across the Submission Queues (SQ) of a 

Controller. While Round Robin Arbitration support is mandatory, Weighted Round Robin with Urgent Priority Class 

Arbitration or any Vendor specific Arbitration is optional. The host sets the Controller I/O SQs Arbitration scheme at 

the time of Queue creation thereby offering differentiated IO services to Applications. The SQ arbitration scheme 

applies for entries in the SQ, which are Request Capsules of an I/O operation (consisting of NVMe CMND IUs, 

DATA IUs).

The generic fabric model is defined in FC-FS-5 (Section 4.8). The priority for frames within fabric switches is usually 

implemented by supporting multiple receive queue elements per port and queuing frames into them based on their 

priority. The priority of the frame may be derived from the Priority/CS_CTL field of the header or any vendor specific 

manner. The frames in these queues are then arbitrated for transmission onto the link such that the higher priority 

queues are served by the port more often than the lower priority ones. The arbitration scheme across queues can 

be fixed or exposed as a configurable parameter by the switches in a vendor specific manner. The fabric queue 

arbitration scheme applies for entries in the receive queue which are FC frames.

Every FC-NVMe Request Capsule would need to traverse across fabric queue elements fragmented as FC frames. 

It is then reassembled in the controller SQ as an SQ Entry before being de queued and serviced by the storage 

media. Hence for a Controller SQ prioritization scheme to be effective, alignment of the arbitration scheme of the 

Controller SQs and fabric receive queue elements is imperative.



Annex F.2

F.2 Mapping Controller Queue Arbitration to FC Fabric
The NVMe Host layer discovery and operations is described in Annex C. The discovery of the Controller SQs and 

the supported Arbitration attribute is part this procedure. During the I/O SQ Creation using the “Connect” command, 

the SQ Arbitration scheme is specified and a unique Connection ID is obtained in the response. This ConnectionID

is marked in the NVMe_CMD IU when initiating an I/O operation and is indicative of the destination I/O SQ in the 

Controller. 

The Host may perform the following additional steps in the I/O initiation workflow to align the Fabric and SQ 

priorities in order to provide an optimal fabric experience for FC-NVMe I/Os:

1. The Host Nx_Port discovers Fabric supported Priority Ranges/CS_CTL values and their Arbitration schemes by either Get 

Fabric Object (GFO) defined by FC-GS-8 or Query Fabric Priority Attributes (QFPA) defined by FC-LS-3.

2. The Host Nx_Port maps the Arbitration scheme of the Connection ID to the most appropriate Fabric Priority/CS_CTL 

Arbitration scheme discovered and marks it in the Priority/CS_CTL field of the FC header for all frames of the Request 

Capsule (See Table below)

Alternatively, a host may choose to skip the Fabric Priority Discovery step and mark the default priority/CS_CTL values as 

defined in Section F.3 based on the Controller SQ Priority.



Annex F.2 (Cont)

Note: 
• For Round Robin NVMe SQ Arbitration, all the SQs may be mapped to a single “Best Effort” Priority Range in the fabric.

• While only Priority is shown in this example, a similar mapping scheme may be used for fabrics implementing CS_CTL 
based DiffServ QoS also

• FC-FS-5 allows up to 127 different fabric priority levels and not every combination of fabric queues and arbitration 
mechanism is defined here. A subset of the most commonly implemented schemes are shown.

The Controller side Nx_Port shall reflect the Priority/CS_CTL of the Request Capsule in all frames of the Response 
Capsule (See FC-LS-4 Section 6.6.2.4.15 and Section 6.6.5.4.5) so that the CQ inherits the same priority as its 

paired SQ.

No of 
Fabric 
PRs

Fabric PR
Arbitration

Mapping Traffic Types for NVMe Controllers 
(for Weighted Round Robin with Urgent Priority Class Arbitration) 

1 -NA- Class-F, Admin, Urgent, Hi, Med, Lo, Others

2 1SP, 1WRR Class-F, Admin, Urgent Hi, Med, Lo, Others

2 2WRR Class-F, Admin, Urgent Hi, Med, Lo, Others

4 1SP, 3WRR Class-F, Admin, Urgent Hi Med, 
Other-1

Lo,
Other-2

5 2SP, 3WRR Class-F Admin, 
Urgent

Hi Med, 
Other-1

Lo,
Other-2

8 3SP, 5WRR Class-F Admin Urgent Hi Med Low Other-1 Other-2



Annex F.3
F.3 Default Priority/CS_CTL values in FC Fabric
A simple and well understood default fabric Priority/CS_CTL values facilitates a plug-n-play connectivity. It alleviates 
the need for explicit fabric configuration and allows hosts to mark priority values without need to perform discovery 
of fabric supported priority values.
The table below recommends default Priority values that shall be used by FC fabrics.
Note: 
• The values are chosen roughly inline with the definitions in IEEE 802.1D (Annex G)
• Priority value 0 is classified as “Best Effort” class to cater to existing implementations that use value 0 as default. 
• The default priority values are contiguous as required by FC-FS-5 and also compliant with Priority Tagging range defined 

for QoS use in FC-LS-3. It also conserves values beyond 8 for Local VE IDs use.

Priority Value Traffic Type IEEE 802.1D Semantics

1* NVMe Low WRR Background Traffic

0 NVMe Medium WRR, Others** Best Effort

2 (Spare) (Spare)

3,4 NVMe High WRR Excellent Effort/Controlled Load

5 NVMe Urgent SP “Video” < 100ms latency, jitter

6 NVMe Admin SP “Voice” < 10ms latency, jitter

7 Class F Network Control

8-255 Undefined -NA-

Need Suggestions:
*1 defined as lower priority than 0 is a violation of FS-5,
but conformant to 802.1D. In addition:

- Host using default(0) is not delegated lowest priority
- Flexibility of defining something lower than default
- 0 remains default à No confusion/interop issues

** In absence of any existing default priority definition,
“Other” traffic classes are delegated to “Best Effort” 
class.



Annex F.3 (Cont)
Since some Fabric QoS implementations may be offered via CS_CTL instead of Priority, default CS_CTL (DSCP) 
values are provided below. The RFCs 2597, 2598, 2474 define these DSCP values.
Note:

• AFx class is denoted by the DSCP ‘xyzab0,’ where ‘xyz’ is 001/010/011/100, and ‘ab’ represents the drop precedence 

bits. For a no-drop FC fabric we use 3 AF classes with Low Drop Precedence (xyz010) i.e AF11,AF21,AF31
• CS-x values of the form ‘xxx000,’ where x is priority value is defined for backward compatibility

DSCP (Any one) Traffic Type IEEE 802.1D Semantics

10,8,16 (AF-11,CS-1) NVMe Low WRR Background Traffic

18,0 (AF-21,CS-0) NVMe Medium WRR Best Effort

26,24 (AF-31,CS-3) NVMe High WRR Excellent Effort

46,40 (EF,CS-5) NVMe Urgent SP “Video” < 100ms latency, jitter

48 (CS-6) NVMe Admin SP “Voice” < 10ms latency, jitter

56 (CS-7) Class F Network Control

Others Undefined -



Annex F.4
F.4 Best Practices to support Controller SQ Arbitration
This Section discusses some of the Best Practices to support NVMe I/O prioritization over FC fabrics
• The Weighted Round Robin with Urgent Class Arbitration allows for 5 levels of priority (2 SP and 3 WRR) for the 

instantiated SQs. In a fabric supporting a controller with this arbitration scheme, it is desirable that a at least 5 unique levels 
of priority/CS_CTL with similar arbitration scheme is supported. In general, it is desirable that the fabric supports a good mix
of queues and arbitration algorithms on them so that it can be matched closely with the Controller SQs capabilities. This 
ensures a consistent I/O prioritization from the Host perspective irrespective of whether connectivity is via PCIe or an FC 
fabric.

• It is desirable for a fabric consisting of multiple switches to support a uniform number of priority/CS_CTL levels and 
arbitration schemes. If this is not the case, the switch supporting the lowest number of priority/CS_CTL degrades the overall
fabric capability due to priority/CS_CTL blending/merging on that switch.

• The fabric supported priority/CS_CTL based prioritization can be utilized for several traffic differentiation needs. Some of the
parameters that drive frame prioritization could be:

• Protocol (SCSI vs NVMe)
• Media (Disk vs Flash)
• ControllerID (Controller A vs Controller B) 
• N_Port_ID (FCID1 vs FCID2)
• Zones (Zone1 vs Zone2) etc.
A combination of these parameters can be used to offer fabric prioritization by using Hierarchical QoS principles and 
defining nested priority levels (For ex: First prioritize based on ControllerID and then on SQs of the Controller). 
However in the interest of simplicity and predictability, it is recommended that a fabric supports a simple flat scheme for 
traffic prioritization where the relative priority of the NVMe Controller SQs drives the Priority/CS_CTL value for FC 
frames. All other classes of traffic may be mapped to a separate “Best Effort” Priority value to prevent head of line 
blocking for NVMe class traffic.



FC-SW work needed..
• Providing consistent Fabric Priority across multiple switches becomes important with NVMe
• FC-SW work is needed for (Fabric Object, Priority Descriptor) management 

• Propagation of Fabric Priority value changes in fabric
• Fabric merge rules for Fabric Object.
• Notifications to end devices on Fabric Object Change (Change/Merge)



FAQ- Part 2



FAQ (1)
Q: For PCIe, the notion of priority is only for the SQ request. All data is DMAed at line rate without notion of 
priority.
A: This proposal is only for NVMe over fabrics. Specifically FC fabrics.

Q: Would this require any changes in NVMeof spec also?
A: Possibly. Since every type of fabric has its own QoS mechanisms, NVMeof spec can emphasize the 
need to align controller queues and fabric queues using fabric supported packet prioritization mechanisms. 
The details are best left to be defined by the respective transport binding specifications.

Q: The priority discovery (GFO/QFPA) from host can we change it from a “shall” to a “may”?
A: Done. The host fabric discovery process is described in Annex F and is optional. However a set of default 
fabric priority/CS_CTL values are also specified so that there is minimal impact for host implementations.
A host could unilaterally mark these values into frames.

Q: Can we define default priority/CS_CTL values and their QoS behaviors? Are hosts expected to know 
“well-known” DSCP values?
A: Done as part of Annex F.3. See above QnA also.



FAQ (2)
Q: Preserving “Priority” across all frames of all sequences in Exchange can be defined in FC-NVMe rather 

than FC-LS.

A: This requirement is a better implementation hygiene that can benefit non-NVMe protocols also. So 

proposing it as part of FC-LS itself. If there are concerns of non-compliance, can be moved to FC-NVMe.

Q: Is CS_CTL(DSCP) support required? Can we use only “Priority” and deprecate “CS_CTL” to keep fabric 

prioritization scheme simple?

A: Can be done if there is a consensus. Are there fabric CS_CTL based implementations?

Q: Default DSCP values for AF defined for drop Class by RFCs. How to pick for FC which is no-drop?

A: Proposing to use AF-11, AF-21, AF-31 classes since they are defined as lowest drop probability class.

Q: May be there is one more set of DSCP PHBs other than AF/EF that is more suitable here.

A: The only other one is the Class Selector PHBs (CS-x). They are used mainly for backwards compatibility 

with Priority values. The equivalent default CS-x are also defined in the Annex F.3

Q: The DSCP is a value unlike Priority which can be a range.

A: Done. Fabric object allows specifying supported DCSP values.



FAQ (3)
Q: In fabrics, what if I additionally want to also do inter-controller priority?

A: A two level hierarchical QoS policy can satisfy this need by prioritizing based on SQs at lowest level and 

across ControllerIDs at the higher level. However as specified in the “Best Practices” Annex F.4, mixing 

different types of priority needs into a fabric can cause unpredictability and complexity. To keep it simple, 

only the NVMe specified SQ priority is mapped to fabric queues.





IEEE 802.1D: Default Priority values
• 802.1D defines the following default values for the priority values 0-7

IEEE LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS
Std 802.1D-2004

244 Copyright © 2004 IEEE. All rights reserved.

Table G-2 shows the correspondence between traffic types and user_priority values used to select the
defaults in Table 7-2, and defines a set of acronyms for the traffic types.

Table G-3 compresses the lists of traffic types for queues shown in Table G-1, using the acronyms defined in
Table G-2, and shows just the defining traffic types for the given number of queues.

G.3.1 Traffic types and user priority values

The default user priority used for transmission by token ring stations is 0, as is the default assumed by IEEE
Std 802.1D, 1993 Edition-conformant Bridges for frames currently received from an Ethernet. Changing this
default would result in some confusion, and likely some lack of interoperability. At the same time the default
traffic type today is definitely Best Effort. The proposed solution to this dilemma is to continue to use zero
both for default user priority and for best effort data transmission, and associate Background, the spare
value, and Excellent Effort with user priority values of 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This means that the values 1
and 2 effectively communicate a lower priority than 0.

Table G-2—Traffic type acronyms

user_priority Acronym Traffic type

1 BK Background

2 — Spare

0 (Default) BE Best Effort

3 EE Excellent Effort

4 CL Controlled Load

5 VI “Video,” < 100 ms latency and jitter

6 VO “Voice,” < 10 ms latency and jitter

7 NC Network Control

Table G-3—Defining traffic types

Number of
queues Defining traffic type

1 BE

2 BE VO

3 BE CL VO

4 BK BE CL VO

5 BK BE CL VI VO

6 BK BE EE CL VI VO

7 BK BE EE CL VI VO NC

8 BK — BE EE CL VI VO NC

• In the presence of different number of queues, the priority-to-queue mapping is defined as

IEEE LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS
Std 802.1D-2004
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Table G-2 shows the correspondence between traffic types and user_priority values used to select the
defaults in Table 7-2, and defines a set of acronyms for the traffic types.

Table G-3 compresses the lists of traffic types for queues shown in Table G-1, using the acronyms defined in
Table G-2, and shows just the defining traffic types for the given number of queues.

G.3.1 Traffic types and user priority values

The default user priority used for transmission by token ring stations is 0, as is the default assumed by IEEE
Std 802.1D, 1993 Edition-conformant Bridges for frames currently received from an Ethernet. Changing this
default would result in some confusion, and likely some lack of interoperability. At the same time the default
traffic type today is definitely Best Effort. The proposed solution to this dilemma is to continue to use zero
both for default user priority and for best effort data transmission, and associate Background, the spare
value, and Excellent Effort with user priority values of 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This means that the values 1
and 2 effectively communicate a lower priority than 0.

Table G-2—Traffic type acronyms

user_priority Acronym Traffic type

1 BK Background

2 — Spare

0 (Default) BE Best Effort

3 EE Excellent Effort

4 CL Controlled Load

5 VI “Video,” < 100 ms latency and jitter

6 VO “Voice,” < 10 ms latency and jitter

7 NC Network Control

Table G-3—Defining traffic types

Number of
queues Defining traffic type

1 BE

2 BE VO

3 BE CL VO

4 BK BE CL VO

5 BK BE CL VI VO

6 BK BE EE CL VI VO

7 BK BE EE CL VI VO NC

8 BK — BE EE CL VI VO NC


